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Specialising in Chemical Free Weed 
Control
GREEN, QUALITY, INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS



Fischer Australis Pty Ltd

FISCHER AUSTRALIS Pty Ltd was established in 2007, inspired by the revealing results from a five-year
‘clean and green’ soil improvement field-trial conducted in Western Australia. We introduced a Fischer
Weeding System to manage permanent sward within a herbicide free vineyard management plan. Today
we are proud to offer Australian growers innovative solutions for conventional and chemical-free weed
control.

Founded and developed in Italy 45 years ago - Fischer GmbH is a well established family company with a
world-wide reputation. Fischer mowers are exported to 25 different countries.

The main objectives of Fischer mowers encompass; handling multiple tasks in one tractor pass, making
municipal, orchard and vineyard management more efficient by reducing production costs, chemical input
and dramatically improve one’s carbon footprint.

The quality and longevity of Fischer mowers speak for themselves, ensuring technical simplicity, low impact
on soil and state-of-the-art operating systems.

We are an innovative and experienced team, specialising in meeting specific customer requirements
on demand. We offer modern-solutions for a wide range of applications, suitable for general found
maintenance, orchard, vineyard and municipal requirements.





Hydraulic Fine-Sensor 
Technology & Reach Arm

The acclaimed, 
hydraulic Fine-Sensor 
Technology from 
Fischer forms an 
integral component of 
various mowers and 
weeding systems 
within our range.



General Overview

PTO driven mowers and weeding systems with hydraulic side-
shift.

Inter-row to undertree/fence mowers with hydraulic fine-sensor 
technology.

Large-area mowers with or without swivel-arm disc mowers, and 
with or without fine-sensor technology.

High-speed bio-brush weeders for many applications.

Hydraulic disc mowers with hydraulic fine-sensor technology.

Hydraulic flail mowers with hydraulic multi-position reach arm.

We offer:



Fischer TWISTER ⥥

Fischer GL4 ⥤

Fischer MOWIE 600 
⥤



The Fischer BV2 
Mower offers unique 

expandable deck 
technology suitable for 
many applications. The 
BV2 offers incredible 
versatility, is effective 

and can greatly 
improve efficiencies. 



NEW Fischer GL6K-T & GL8K-T Large 
Area Maintenance & Orchard Mower

Available from 3.1 - 8.7m



It is a pleasure to work with such a pro-active 
Family Company like Fischer GmbH in Italy. 
Together, we are committed to support 
sustainable maintenance and production.

For personalised advice 
addressing your specific needs, 
please contact us on:

P 08 9433 3555 

M 0409 572 581

sales@fischeraustralis.com.au

W www.fischeraustralis.com.au


